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X Nutrients Amino Blast (15 Gallon)
Model: dl-xnHAABLST-15
X Nutrients Amino Blast (15 Gallon)
Manufacturer: -
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X Nutrients Amino Blast (15 Gallon) Amino Blast adds a blast of essential amino acids to your plants. Amino
Blast contains all the necessary “L” amino acids. &#8200;It is scientifically proven that amino acids increase
yield and overall quality of crops. These essential amino acids increase the rate of photosynthesis, improve
color, size, and appearance of flowers.
Available in 1 Quart 1 Gallon 2.5 Gallons 5 Gallons Refer to
feeding schedules for amounts and usage. General Usage: Hydroponics - Use 15 mL per gallon in your
reservoir. Soil/Coco/Other medium - Use 15 mL per gallon everytime you water. Discard any unused mixed
nutrients.
Specific Usage: Hydroponics - Refer to the feeding schedule for week by week amounts to use.
Pour directly into your reservoir. Soil/Coco/Other medium - Refer to the feeding schedule for week by week
usage amounts. Use it everytime you water. Discard any unused mixed nutrients. Notes: Never premix with
another product, always add directly to the reservoir. Adjust your pH after adding all your products. Amino
Blast is a power packed protein boost for your garden. Plants and organisms alike need a variety of elements
for optimal growth, including protein which makes up all the cellular structures. There are other elements your
plants need to grow to their fullest potential, such as a proper environment (food, light, oxygen, and water), but
the most basic and important component for the living cells is protein.
Our Amino Blast contains all 17 of the
‘L’ amino acids that have been proven to be of benefit to a plants growth, flowering, and fruiting. Amino Blast
adds an immediate boost of protein to your plants, allowing the plant to focus its energy on synthesis rather than
production. Research has proven that amino acids are important for the overall quality of a garden, including the
plants’ yield, aroma, and potency. By adding Amino Blast, your plant is able to synthesize more enzymes that
help in the uptake of nutrient as well as photosynthesis. The L-vitamins in Amino Blast improve the color,
appearance, and size of the flowers in your garden. Amino Blast may also be used with any other products you
currently use without the risk of over fertilizing your garden. Amino Blast is available in Quarts, Gallons, 2. 5
Gallons, 5 Gallons, as well as 15 gallon and 55 gallon drums. Amino Blast Science: Through primary
elements, such as NPK, plants produce their own amino acids. Protein synthesis in plants occurs with the help
of amino acids and for this reason Amino Blast helps plants reach their fullest potential. Each amino acid is
used by the plant to form specific proteins, thus the need for all 17 amino proteins in our Amino Blast formula.
Some amino acids however are a lot harder for the plant to make on their own, and by adding Amino Blast your
plants are able to grow bigger and healthier, faster. All of the amino acids in Amino Blast are of the 'L' variety,
rather than the ‘D’ variety, which are not helpful to plants. 17 “L” Aminos your plants can’t live without: Amino
Blast should be applied to the plants as recommended in the feeding schedule. After the roots have come out of
the plants for the first two weeks, begin feeding your plants with Grow and Micro nutrients. After the first week of
veg is complete, begin introducing Amino Blast. In a typical 12 week cycle you will feed Amino Blast for 9
weeks. As a result of applying the Amino Blast according to our recommendations your plants will get the
sufficient amount of ‘L’ amino acids for optimal enzyme production making healthier more productive plants in
your garden. Good growers have learned, but great growers never stop learning. Side-by-side tests have
proven that Amino Blast from X Nutrients increases your gardens productivity and produces finer crops. Amino
acid products currently available on the market vary widely on their price and what is in the bottle. We put all 17
L-aminos in our Amino Blast, delivering satisfaction every time. The bottom line is better quality, higher yielding
gardens. When people try a product like our Amino Blast and see the positive difference it makes in their plants
production at such an affordable price, it’s no wonder word is spreading. Amino Blast is one of our best selling
products, and the results speak for themselves. Stronger roots, healthier foliage, and increased flowering and
fruiting are some of the reasons people are so excited after using Amino Blast. X Nutrients conducts research
and testing to ensure that our products are safe, effective, and affordable, before making them available to the
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public. Making high quality affordable products is a point of pride with our X family, and we are honored to share
it with you. Amino Blast compares to other products on the market that sell for almost up to 6 times the price.
Case Quantity = 1

Manufacturer's Product Information

MSRP $295

Price: $292.05
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